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Ms. McCollum and Mr. McCarthy:
Good afternoon. Pursuant to Sections 2.1.1, 2.2 and 2.11 of the Strategic Alternatives ITN (#127‐19), below please find
several questions for which we would request responses in accordance with the subject ITN.
1. Can you provide .kmz maps for all fiber routes, including fiber counts, available fiber (i.e., fibers for use by others
per route), empty conduit, and access points?
2. With respect to the buried fiber plant, does the fiber share space with the electrical plant or is the fiber run
through separate conduit?
3. With respect to the aerial fiber plant, is the fiber installed above the neutral in the electrical space? If the fiber is
installed below the neutral, how far below?
Please let me know if you have any questions or need further clarification regarding this submission.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jonathan
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